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Let's not forget about the Wausau Center Mall.  Lately, it seem that city hall is so mired in internal issues, it 
never seems to get to the strategic planning that is critical to the continued vitality of Wausau.  

The downtown mall is important.  It provides a nearly $1 million in property taxes for the city, the county, 
technical college and the school district.  It is a significant contributor to county sales tax revenues.  The mall is 
home to an estimated 700 jobs.  More importantly, it is the anchor for a thriving downtown.  It is hard to 
overstate the cascading effects if the mall turns out the lights.

What is the problem?  Put simply, It is overhead costs and competition.  

In its heyday, the mall brought together three competing fashion retailers in one space and created a unique 
shopping experience for consumers.  It had choices and efficiencies that the stand-alone department store 
couldn't offer. 

Today, the mall finds itself in competition with big box retailers and internet sales.  The mall is a quality building 
on expensive downtown real estate, so it has overhead costs that its competitors don't.  For the mall to survive, it 
has to be able to spread those overhead costs over a wider variety of higher margin sales.  And, keep in mind that 
much of what we are calling “overhead” are property taxes that support this community.

Here are three prescriptions to dilute the mall's overhead and re-position it to be more competitive: 

Diversify sales activities.  Three fashion retailers selling the same things just reduces each others sales per square 
foot, a critical industry benchmark.  We should probably only have one or two fashion retailers and have some 
other types of stores – a high-end sporting goods store would be an example of sales activity diversification.

Extended hours of use.  An I-Max theater would extend the use of the building into the later evening.  
Extending the hours of sales activity can boost that sales per square foot number too.

Focus on the consumer experience.  You can order pizza over the internet.   But, you cannot have a fine dining 
experience over the internet.  Quality and service need to be what the mall offers. 

Here is the bad news.  From a purely private sector perspective, it would be more profitable for CBL and 
Associates to close this mall and invest in properties outside of our downtown or outside more upscale 
communities.  Without some public investment to reconfigure the building, CBL has a list of more attractive 
investment choices, and we should expect them to act rationally and in their shareholders' interests.  

That leaves us with three key questions.  First, do we have a good plan to revitalize the mall that will succeed in 
placing it on a solid footing for the next 30+ years?  Secondly, if we invest public money in this venture, will 
there be a return on investment (ROI) adequate to compensate us for risking public capital?

The third question might be a bit harder.  Do we have the management team in city hall that is capable of leading 
us through this process?  

I am optimistic that the mall can be re-positioned and provide tax revenue for years to come.  However, we need 
answers to these questions as soon as possible.
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